3.1 About Coordination

Plan Developers shall be responsible for the following:

I. Coordinate and document all investigative measures with WZTC and other NCDOT Personnel (including Municipal Personnel, when applicable) concerning possible utility conflicts, the need for temporary shoring, any potential drainage problems, etc. Please note this coordination may require additional meetings.

II. Coordinate with Division personnel to identify feasible detour routes during construction. In addition, coordinate with the NCDOT Permit Section when overweight, over height, and/or wide load detours are necessary.

III. Coordinate and/or address any constructability concerns with WZTC, Division, and other NCDOT Units as needed.

Project Contact (PEF)

All inquiries concerning the project shall be directed to the Work Zone Traffic Control (WZTC) Project Engineer or Project Design Engineer. The PEF should not contact internal units of the NCDOT unless directed to do so by the WZTC Section. This policy is effective throughout the life of the project.